Leading STD Dating App Receives A Surge Of
Public Interest
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Meetpositives.com, the leading dating site for people living with chronic sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs), has observed record levels of interest for their membership programs during the COVID-19
lockdown. The site was specifically designed for those who have permanent STDS to find other
positive partners. It helps them connect both online and off so that they can develop long lasting
relationships.
CEO Jack Lombardi says, “Those who have been alone too long, and who do not wish to face
rejection from a potential partner when they share their STD status, can download our app on Google
Play and the Apple App Store. We have had great feedback about how easy it is to use and access
wherever they happen to be. Our app breaks down the barriers of distance, helping those who are
STD positive find their soulmate, who may be mere miles away.”
Through lockdown, the company has been offering some special deals for premium membership, with
50% off for six months and 63% off for 12 months. They attribute some of the recent interest to
widespread media coverage by several widely used mainstream news sites, including Enter
Hollywood and USA Today.
Lombardi continues, “MeetPositives.com is more than just a dating app for positive singles. Our site
proves to those who have felt alone, that they have more options than they might have thought. It
rarely makes news headlines, but sexually transmitted infections are some of the most hidden
epidemics, with over 20 million new viral infections occurring every year, according to the CDC. We
provide free advice and tips on how to build a strong relationship. Our community forums help anyone
with a condition find the important details they need on handling it—in addition to information on drug
reviews as well as how to live well with other positives.”
With approximately 50% of infections involving people between the ages of 15-24, many need the
information provided through MeetPositives.com to ensure that their new relationships are safe.
Members use the site to find new partners so that they never have to have ‘The Talk’ again (regarding
their status), and they accomplish this by connecting with someone in the same situation. Notably, the
company also attributes their success to listening to feedback from their members. Through the site,
members can take advantage of safe-connect communication in order to take part in instant
messaging, video messaging and so on.
The site also publishes Member Stories, which can help those who are dealing with an STD for the
first time. Many do not even know that they have an issue until they get the call from a doctor
following a test. The site helps those with any STD, including HPV, Herpes (HSV1 or HSV2), HIV,
Hepatitis B or Hepatitis C, Chlamydia, Thrush, Syphilis, Gonorrhea and so on to feel normal again in
a relationship.

Those who have just received the devastating news that they have contracted a permanent STD
need to have the talk with their current partner as well as any future ones. However, the stress of
revealing their new STD status leads many people to put off the talk until after they have been
intimate with their partner. Unfortunately, this more often than not leads the relationship to fracture.
Dealing with that rejection over and over is something most people would prefer to avoid, but facing a
lifetime alone is not a solution either.
People who have been alone too long have found most dating sites do not cater for those who want
to be responsible and establish healthy, honest relationships. With about 1 in 6 people between ages
of 14 and 49 having genital herpes, according to the CDC, MeetPositives.com provides a secure
platform for them to reach out and connect with others with the same issue. Likewise, those with other
permanent STD conditions come together online to provide support and get real information about
treatment, stay safe and explore the prospect of dating again.
More information is available on the company’s website, and interested parties are welcome to reach
out to Jack Lombardi in order to pursue any further details. MeetPositives.com can also be reached
through their social media platforms.
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